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The SUCCESS STORY of the TANGUY group 
 
Claude Tanguy meets us in Lannilis, a small town in the north of Finistère, which is a great place to live. He 
leads us along this magnificent stretch of the Brittany coast before heading to his factory. He’s a real hands-on 
manager and talks to us passionately about both his home and work, telling us his family’s story.   
In 1925, Tanguy transported and delivered loads by cart. The company transported all sorts of goods, 
including coal, seaweed and firewood. After the war, the company began to specialise in building materials. It 
was in 1947 that Tanguy imported its first shipment of wood from the Nordic countries. The company 
converted a garage into a sawmill and bought a resaw, planer and jointer: it was the start of a fabulous family 
adventure. 
Today in Lannilis, the company has an impressive set of workshops specialising in glued-laminated timber and 
outdoor furniture: its machines process 40,000m3 of timber per year, i.e. 10 boats unloaded at the port of 
Paluden.  
In addition to the transport and trading of materials and the timber business, Tanguy has continued to 
specialise in tiling and roofing and to branch out into ready-mixed concrete.  
In 2005, Claude Tanguy met Tony Prades from Caridro Ouest to discuss his businesses’ needs, which led to 
the purchase of his first PALFINGER crane. Another 23 were to follow. Claude Tanguy shows us a portfolio 
with photos of all his PALFINGER crane lorries. He’s proud of his machines. He explains to us that, before 
2005, he worked with other makes of crane “out of habit”. However, having become fed up with recurrent 
technical issues, Claude Tanguy turned to PALFINGER handling cranes. He bought models ranging from 7 to 
22 mt and particularly appreciates the manoeuvrability and precision of the flagship models of the PK22002 
and then PK18002EH ranges. His teams like working with PALFINGER cranes, as they are reliable and very 
fast. Claude Tanguy always equips his cranes with load sensing and remote control systems. 
Today, the Tanguy group operates throughout the whole of Brittany and the Pays de la Loire and has sales of 
200 million euros, 25 sites, 800 employees, 115 lorries and 56 cranes, including 24 PALFINGER cranes. 
Claude Tanguy wants to modernise his factories and continue his company’s external growth - PALFINGER 
wishes him all the best… 
 

       
 

 


